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Markets are Darwinian. They steadily march towards efficiency. Occasionally, they must sprint away from faulty 
constructs. As we look back on 2022, it is easy to get lost in a deluge of market changing headlines: Terra and 
Luna intertwined in mutual implosion, lenders relearning the lesson of duration and liquidity risk, and FTX’s fraud 
demonstrating the necessity of separation of responsibilities in all markets. It would be misguided to believe 
that this series of events hasn’t increased skepticism about the value and future of DeFi projects and blockchain 
infrastructure. We understand that, but it’s not a sentiment we share. With DRW’s heritage firmly planted in the 
TradFi markets, our experience tells us that complex market events often lead to the next tranche of 
progress as these new challenges spur the creation of innovative solutions.   

Through the volatility of the past year – in both traditional and crypto markets, I frequently asked myself the same 
question: “Can blockchain technology improve the market’s ability to navigate this uncertainty?”  My conclusion 
was usually yes. There is significant potential to leverage the transparency, determinism, and velocity of on-chain 
value movement. From extreme transparency of deposits to 24/7/365 near-real time movement of collateral, the 
potential to use blockchain technology to reduce system risk is too powerful to ignore. Case in point, we include the 
monitoring of liquidation levels for on-chain borrows in our risk management process. In a perfect world, centralized 
lenders would adopt similar transparency, but there is a more obvious upstream step: establishing a regulatory 
framework for fiat-backed stablecoins.  

I don’t anticipate this shift being quick, but the adoption of fiat-backed stablecoins beyond DeFi is bordering on 
inevitable at this point. The stablecoin bill making its way through the US Congress shares many characteristics 
with a recent Consultation Paper from the Singaporean MAS on the same topic. Separate jurisdictions converging 
on similar principles (e.g., oversight by banking regulators, regular audits, backing limited to fiat/short-dated bills/
repo, SLAs for minting and burning) is a good sign in our experience that we’re narrowing in on a path forward.  
While there will be more to be done to enable wider adoption of stablecoins by regulated institutions, establishing 
this framework is a critical next step.  

I also anticipate that the events of 2022 will herald in a new wave of specialists, created to break the conflicts of 
interest that were put under a microscope in the aftermath of FTX’s implosion.  This breaking apart of responsibilities 
was something DRW called for in our comment letter to the CFTC responding to the FTX US Derivatives amended 
DCO filing.  While we think there is room to innovate new market structures that support a degree of vertical 
integration, there are certain structures that should not be permitted. Common control of a trading firm and an 
exchange that custodies customer assets is an obvious practice that needs to be expunged from the industry. There 
are sure to be more identified in due course. This will lead to an emergence of more single-responsibility 
service providers in the industry, ultimately improving overall resiliency.  

Skeptics will be quick to argue that no amount of additional oversight or limitations on conduct will be sufficient 
for the industry to increase its credibility. We respectfully, but staunchly, disagree. The events of the past two 
months were not an indictment on Bitcoin, Ethereum, or blockchain technology. Rather, they were the result of the 
misappropriation of customer funds at a massive scale and perpetrated by bad actors. This, unfortunately, is not a 
cryptoasset specific issue (see MF Global). The irony is that DeFi primitives could have been used to help mitigate 
the potential for bad actors to perpetrate such a fraud. 

The proper take-away, in our humble opinion, is for the industry to learn from the events of the past year, take a 
critical look at what evolution is needed, and then work together to establish the proper regulatory frameworks 

Learning from the Past and Evolving Towards the Future
Chris Zuehlke, Global Head of Cumberland and Partner at DRW
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(changing the order of those operations is ill-advised). With that in place, institutional service providers will have a 
roadmap to follow as they expand their utilization of cryptoassets and blockchain infrastructure. We also expect to see 
a market that puts a premium on risk-mitigating offerings. Previously, market participants prioritized maximizing yield 
and capturing the convexity to the upside. In the future, they will prioritize tri-party qualified custodians, spot trading 
with no prefunding, ISDAs & CSAs, and transparency into reserves and liabilities. This shift in priorities, coupled with 
the continued efforts of good actors leading from the front, is sure to usher in the next wave of survival of the 
fittest in crypto markets. Evolution will take place right before our eyes. Let’s make Darwin proud.

 
On Risk Management
Jonah Van Bourg, Global  Head of Trading at Cumberland

There are two ways to tell the story of 2022. 

The first way, the generally accepted narrative, says that a BTC selloff lit a fuse, LUNA was the detonation, and the 
rest of the year was fallout.  

A decline in BTC of around 40% between January and May dragged LUNA down from $125 to $75. The selloff in 
LUNA caused UST to de-peg, which in turn vaporized LUNA to $0. A few months later, we learned that one of the 
largest funds in crypto was deep underwater, subsequently going broke. That, in turn, inflicted lethal wounds to the 
lenders.  And though we wouldn’t find out for months, it also put Alameda deep in the red, and when FTX tried to bail 
them out, the exchange went insolvent as well.  

All those cumulative losses trace back to the LUNA/UST collapse. 

All of those things happened. It’s a true story, but with the wrong lesson.   

Here’s another way to tell the same story.   

In 2021, some funds made directional bets in crypto, which were wildly profitable. They used those profits to make 
larger bets. Solana profits rolled into LUNA and AVAX bets, and when those paid off, the profit rolled into NEAR, 
FTM, and ONE. The only take-profits were the ones used to roll into a higher beta, smaller market cap. While 
crypto’s overall market cap rallied from $600b to $3t, most crypto fund’s AUM did much more than a 5x. Lenders 
scrambled to gain market share, a race to see who could create the largest loan book the fastest. Dreams of IPOs 
danced through founders’ heads. Caution be damned. 

And then something happened.  The fact that it was LUNA/UST doesn’t really matter...when the market is 
systematically taking as much risk as possible, and laying its risk out to lenders, it doesn’t matter what ends the party, 
because it’s going to end eventually. LUNA just ended up being the one to turn off the lights.  

The problem was not that risk was available.  Risk is always available, and as long as there is incentive to take risk, 
traders and investors will do so. What was severely lacking in the crypto industry this year were risk 
controls.  

Risk is intrinsic to trading, but unchecked risk is a cardinal sin. In general, it’s the trader’s job to find the trade, and it’s 
the risk manager’s job to place sensible limits on the trade. The organization’s job is to empower the risk managers.  

Generally, the firms which were able to weather the storm in 2022 were the ones that came from established 
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institutions, and it’s not because they had larger balance sheets. It was because they understood the core tenants of 
risk management and likely had dedicated risk managers. 

Trade sizing is not the only vector here. If an entity is lending assets into the market, counterparty risk is unavoidable. 
That’s one of the reasons borrowers pay interest. However, time and time again this year, we saw lenders concentrate 
their entire fortunes on one counterparty. Likewise, we saw trading firms and venture firms bet their entire futures on 
a single exchange, a bet which seemed like a 99% certainty. With every decision, firms should be considering the 
absolute worst-case scenario, and asking the question: “If this occurs, do we survive?” 

Warren Buffet’s famous quote applies here: “You don’t find out who’s been swimming naked until the tide 
goes out”. This year, unfortunately, the tide has been going out since the beginning of April, and observers have 
been shocked at the lack of bathing suits.  It’s only obvious in retrospect which firms didn’t have strong risk controls, 
or even worse, which firms had none. 

It bears repeating: market volatility doesn’t bring down trading desks; poor risk management does. 

Here’s a confession. I am max bullish on crypto. Five years ago, I bet my career on this space, then toughed it out 
through the 2018-19 bear market, the March 2020 crash, and I’m a few weeks away from surviving 2022. From a 
thesis standpoint, I am so bullish that it hurts. So the question becomes: when you’re that bullish, what do you do? 

In crypto, we like to say “WAGMI.” But as we’ve seen this year, unfortunately, not everyone is going to make it. 
Anyone who is fundamentally bullish on this technology should have one goal: make it. Don’t blow up.  

There are many ways to blow up in crypto, but most of them fall into two categories: leverage and concentration. We 
express our max bullish stance by taking the steps to ensure that, when the crypto utopia arrives, we are a part of it. 
The worst-case scenario would be seeing the thesis play out but not being a part of it. This affects our decisions on 
how to trade and who to partner with, and every decision we make is with a time horizon of the next decade, not the 
next year.  

As an industry, we have to get past this cycle of “Bad news happens, someone goes down, speculation abounds at 
contagion effects, self-fulfilling prophecy manifests the next wave.” Because as much as we like the coins, this market 
will get hit by negative catalysts, and if the infrastructure providers (like lenders and exchanges) in particular do not 
have strong risk practices, we will end up in the contagion cul-de-sac again and again. 

The truth is, none of what happened in 2022 was a crypto-specific phenomenon. TradFi had its own “does this 
industry even have risk managers?” moment in 2008, and the direct result was Dodd-Frank. Regulation in crypto 
to prevent another FTX is most likely coming, and we shouldn’t be afraid of it; instead, we should strive to 
work with regulators to establish responsible guardrails for the industry. 

A final point. 2022 was the direct result of 2021. Last year’s sharp rally had the unintended consequence of 
rewarding the most aggressive risk-takers with the largest balance sheet and the biggest soapbox. The market treated 
some folks as if they were saviors when really, they were just irresponsibly long. 2023 will be the direct result of 
2022, so we do expect to see a more careful approach to risk, and at Cumberland hope to help build a more resilient 
market.
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Emerging Narratives for 2023
Steven Goulden, Senior Research Analyst at Cumberland

The past year has been beset with negative headlines for the DeFi industry, but we’d be remiss to not acknowledge 
the non-crypto headlines adversely impacting the industry as well.  The Russia-Ukraine War, significant tech-sector 
layoffs and rapidly evolving monetary policy have  impacted TradFi and DeFi markets alike. Despite an improving 
macro narrative heading into the end of the year, for DeFi and blockchain technology to really demonstrate its 
potential, it needs to deliver on its already-known goals and compelling new fundamental narratives need to emerge. 
In 2023, we anticipate that we’ll see meaningful green shoots break the surface in several key areas, which will pave 
the way for significant progress in the next 6-24 months.  Aside from the macro-economic theme, we’ve identified 
several idiosyncratic developments worth paying close attention to.  Each has the potential to be the catalyst for a 
Cambrian Explosion of cryptoasset uses cases, similar to the exponential growth of the technology sector seen a 
decade ago with the advent of Web2 & SaaS.  

BTC/ETH as a reserve asset and/or global payment medium – winners BTC, ETH 

Given the confiscation of Russian reserve assets and the various sanctions enforced this year, there is an increasing 
case to be made by exporter nations for investing excess reserves in non-developed market government bonds. And, 
with the dollar close to historical highs, exporter nations also are now less concerned with buying US treasuries to 
depress their own currencies vs. USD. Even a small central bank allocation to BTC or ETH would be material and 
would likely lead to other exporting states following suit.  

NFTs meet IP – winners MATIC, LOOKS, XMON 

NFTs have highlighted the power of digital ownership and demonstrated  version 0.1 of an important use case for 
the capabilities of blockchain technology, Nonetheless, thus far they’ve largely been confined to the art space. Going 
forward, we believe NFTs will expand beyond this and become a go-to method of tokenizing IP.  The opportunity here 
is significant: there is ~$80t of intangible assets on corporate balance sheets at this point.   

While this vertical within crypto is still in its infancy, several notable companies with non-crypto origins have made 
significant progress in adopting the technology to monetize IP and improve customer engagement.  NBA Topshots 
was one of the earliest projects to garner significant interest, ultimately opening the door to lookalike projects, but 
the proliferation hasn’t stopped there. One recent high-profile partnership is the collaboration between Starbucks and 
Polygon to generate NFTs for Starbucks customers. Similarly, Nike (arguably one of the greatest marketing operators 
globally) has heavily invested here, working with high profile designers on, for example, NFT and physical footwear. 
They recently announced the launch of Swoosh, where users can design NFTs.  

Listening to these companies talk about Web3 initiatives, it’s clear they see digital engagement with customers and 
fans as a new aspect of the retail experience. NFTs also can be used as part of a loyalty scheme if crypto payments 
are used; for example, a customer could buy a coffee with USDC through a mobile-based crypto wallet containing 
their NFT to automatically collect points or discounts.  

Lastly, selling NFTs to retail users has the potential to generate material, high-margin revenues to a user base willing 
to pay six figures for a high-end profile picture such as a CryptoPunk. Nike earned up to $200m last year selling 
digital sneakers, and luxury brands are now beginning to realize the potential, making it easy to imagine Gucci NFTs 
as a profile picture or even digital accessories in the metaverse.  
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Web3 begins to hit its stride – winners BTRST, HNT, RNDR, SOL 

After seven years and several attempts, we haven’t yet seen meaningful traction across projects targeting ‘real-world 
utility’ for blockchain technology. Why? Because it’s extremely challenging to disrupt existing Web2 monopolies in 
already established verticals. It’s even more challenging to do so when adoption means investing in technology and 
operational changes across multiple stakeholders with different priorities.  Now try to do that via a project being run by 
decentralized governance. 

That said, we are beginning to see a number of genuinely useful ‘real world’ platforms emerge, many of which are on 
Solana. Some examples would be Braintrust (hiring site for high-end IT workers), Helium (IoT and 5G connectivity), 
Render (decentralized GPU capacity), Hivemapper (decentralized Google Maps disruptor), and Teleport 
(decentralized ride sharing and eventually a scalable infrastructure layer for gig economy platforms).   

The reality is that it takes time to build and bootstrap projects like these, and so we anticipate material traction is 
probably 12+ months out, with serious user adoption probably 2-5 years away.  

But despite the setbacks, we think real-world Web3 is essentially the killer app of crypto: 

A decentralized platform has no rent seeking middleman – all margin goes to token-holders or users/producers 

Using a native currency reduces frictions and disintermediates payment networks 

Web3 businesses are highly automated (low fixed cost) and utilize open-source code and public infrastructure, with 
infrastructure costs (gas) mainly borne by users 

Using tokenomics to align incentives  allows platforms to bootstrap without requiring huge upfront cash burn and 
therefore reliance on VCs, which drives faster innovation and reduces the barriers to new business formation 

As users and producers accumulate tokens, they become far more loyal and engaged ultimately thinking and operating 
as a vested participant.  This dramatically improves the long-term staying power of the business and builds a sense of 
community that brands recognize to create significant opportunities.  

Gaming – winners MATIC, IMX, FLOW, ENJ/EFI 

There are ~3b gamers in the world, of which around 200m are serious. The total addressable market (“TAM”) is 
around $200-300b, yet these users usually don’t own in-game items and have little control or governance over these 
gaming ecosystems. The most obvious application is for gaming studios to mint NFTs with a crypto-native partner (like 
Enjin) and then sell them through the game to players. These NFTs could be bought or sold in-game or on platforms 
like OpenSea. It takes around 2-3 years to build a triple A (highest-quality blockbuster) game, which at least partially 
explains why we have yet to see a Web3 game that becomes a star, and instead have mostly seen products based 
around play-to-earn mechanics. But given the material TAM, the profitability implications for gaming studios are 
significant and it strikes us as an easy pitch to sell digital assets to gamers as they are typically tech-savvy.. We expect 
material adoption once genuinely popular games begin to emerge, most likely in 2023/4.  

 
Finding a Footing in Private Markets
John Napier and Nate George, Venture Capital Co-Leads at Cumberland

Enough people have waxed intellectual about how tumultuous 2022 was, and we don’t feel the need to recapitulate 
how valuations were unattractive, lockup periods were pessimistic, and product market fit was less top of mind than 
we all might have hoped. Instead, we’d like to take a moment to share reasons we are optimistic about 2023, 
with specific focus on some of the themes we’re enthusiastic about. 
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Back to Basics 

The major theme of venture markets in 2022 seems to have been remembering lessons we’ve already learned: raises 
that reflect thoughtful roadmaps composed of achievable near-term milestones designed to validate or falsify theories 
about product market fit are the most attractive and defensible for savvy investors. Furthermore, not every product 
is a moon shot: there are sustainable, well-understood business models that can be materially disrupted by a Web3 
offering. These types of business models are extremely attractive to investors who can reason clearly about product 
market fits, realistic valuations, defensible timelines, and the fitness of the founding team’s skill sets. 

To that end, we expect to see more of the following in 2023: 

1. Smaller raises: Runway should be a function of aggressive, near-term milestones specifically chosen to quickly 
validate product market fit while demonstrating the delivery capabilities of small, nimble, cohesive founding 
teams.

2. Strategic cap-table construction: Early round investors should not be silent partners, especially if they have 
overlapping experience in the industry verticals of the companies they’re invested in.

3. More deliberate and tailored vesting, lockup and token distribution strategies – with increased 
transparency around their effect on the product’s ecosystem.

Ultimately, competitive deal terms and strategic alliances will attract investors who are excited to advertise their 
participation; who feel no buyer’s remorse when times get tough; and who have enough stake in the game to provide 
consistent feedback, even when critical.  We expect investor quality to become more of a competitive differentiator 
for founding teams in the upcoming market cycle. 

Looking Forward 

Like many others, we see decentralization as the best hedge against the corrupting forces that brought the most 
troubling events of 2022 to bear, and accordingly, we expect DeFi to pick up major tailwinds in 2023. 
We anticipate this will first require rebuilding trust and confidence, which will be done via a return to mature risk 
management, better underwriting due diligence, more transparency of auditing, and a safer and more rigorous 
developer experience. 

We expect to see these implemented more effectively across the following product offerings: 

1. Credit and Derivatives: New entrants utilizing dynamic risk systems, timely liquidations with networks of 
reliable liquidators, beta-aware collateralization requirements, sophisticated (cross-)margining and tamper-
resistant pricing oracles.

2. Exchanges: Startups experimenting with exchange architecture and the decoupling of the inherent risks of a 
consolidated stack of custody, clearing, and matching.

3. Improved Developer Tooling: More powerful language-level abstractions, better IDE integrations, optimizing 
compilers, and improved runtime stability all contribute to a smoother and more consistent delivery of reliable 
software.

While 2022 was a series of large-scale course corrections, on a long enough timeline, these are inevitable; and, at 
the risk of sounding cliché, we are optimistic that 2023 will see founders and investors alike better capitalizing on 
the opportunities to re-establish trust, competency, and the ethos that drove so many to crypto in the first place. 
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The Exchange as a Marketplace (And Nothing More)
Paul Kremsky, Global Head of Business Development at Cumberland

In Traditional Finance, exchanges are refreshingly boring businesses. There are most likely very few people reading 
this who can name the CEOs of NASDAQ or CME. This is a good thing; when a TradFi exchange makes headlines, 
it’s usually for the wrong reasons. Exchanges done right are marketplaces; they set the rules, design derivative 
products, provide a venue, and take a small fee for the trouble. For months at a time, they are businesses that would 
be considered by most to be boring: steady, dependable place on which to transact.   

This is not the case in crypto. Nearly since the industry’s inception, the centralized crypto exchange has been at 
the center of the conversation. Decisions made by exchanges have enormous impact on the market on a regular 
basis. The founders are household names known by their initials, with millions of followers on Twitter. A significant 
percentage of the entire industry is employed by exchanges. 

There’s a reason that the industry places so much emphasis on crypto exchanges. Crypto exchanges are not just 
exchanges. 

As opposed to TradFi, where an exchange is a fairly simple marketplace, crypto exchanges have grown to be full-
stack, one-stop shops. Exchanges regularly play the role of custodian, clearinghouse, lender, even trader. They 
are able to offer this full-stack coverage because the infrastructure in this space is still in its adolescence and the 
exchanges have the one asset that any business depends on: a customer base.   

The outcomes from this type of vertical integration range from slightly positive to catastrophic. In the best-case 
scenario, it simply results in a one-stop-shop user experience. but it’s unlikely that a single entity is top-of-class in 
each of the many silos they’re participating. So, when a customer uses an exchange for every service they require, 
there are probably pieces of the offering that aren’t best-in-class.. 

A worse scenario is one where the exchange operates its own trading desk, which gets access to customer 
information: positions, stop levels, balances. Even if a Chinese Wall is placed around an exchange’s trading desk, the 
question still remains on why the desk exists. 

The absolute worst-case scenario doesn’t even need to be named. It just happened. More than a million FTX 
creditors, with professional investors among them, just found out the hard way the danger of using an exchange 
wallet as a proxy custodian. 

Crypto exchanges offering the full stack have been the norm since day one, and as an industry we’ve come to accept 
it. But with the catastrophic collapse of FTX, expectations are changing quickly. Our OTC desk always 
sees the most volume when there are issues with exchanges, and the 30 days following the FTX collapse saw more 
onboarding submissions than in any other month year-to-date. The possibility of bad actors at the exchange level 
became very real, very quickly, and it now seems extremely likely that the market will move away from exchange 
vertical integration and towards a model resembling TradFi FX markets. 

In this model, the majority of assets and capital won’t be parked on centralized exchanges. Instead, digital assets 
will reside in countless silos around the world and the functions of custody, lending, settlement, clearing and (most 
importantly) liquidity will be offered by an array of intermediary nodes and providers in an interconnected but non-
interdependent web. OTC trading is the lifeblood of spot FX liquidity and will only become more important for crypto 
going forward; after all, currencies are bearer assets and so is crypto. Liquidity will aggregate at OTC nodes, 
with exchanges rounding out liquidity and largely serving retail clientele.   
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In 2023, we expect to see the emergence of a variety of regulated entities that will become trust-worthy providers 
for various market services. Each will carve out a niche and partner with a network of other providers to offer a 
consolidated full-service stack to end users, much like how the thousands of banks around the world currently 
aggregate OTC FX liquidity into their settlement mechanisms and offer it to clients, along with various options for 
leverage, custody, etc. Many of these niches, in fact, will likely be filled by TradFi service providers making their way 
into the space. 

On our OTC desk, we often speak to institutions that are coming into digital assets for the first time. A common set of 
questions includes: Do you lend? Do you have a custody offering? Do you offer direct-market access? 

We do not. We are an OTC desk, and we offer really, really good liquidity across a variety of assets. The 
reason we’re able to offer best-in-class liquidity is because that’s where we’ve chosen to focus. When institutions ask 
us where they can find custody or which OMS to use, we’re happy to introduce them to partners who we’ve worked 
with, who we know to be best-in-class in their own niches. 

Even if customers aren’t ready to demand this type of specialization in the way we predict here, we expect (and 
hope) that regulators will. Trading institutions will want regulated exchanges, and regulators have a pretty good 
model for what exchanges should look like, if customers are to be protected. Those examples are the boring 
businesses, the CME and the NASDAQs of the world: the exchange as a marketplace, and nothing more. 

 
Shaping the Next Wave of DeFi Innovation 
with Cumberland Labs
Naveen Agnihotri & Tama Churchouse from Cumberland Labs

Naturally occurring wildfires, while disastrous on the surface, serve a fundamental purpose to their respective 
ecosystems. They release valuable nutrients in the litter of the forest floor and open up forest canopies to sunlight, 
stimulating new growth and clearing away the excess decaying vegetation to make room for new life.  

The bear markets we’re currently observing in crypto markets fulfil a similar need: to eliminate the deadwood and the 
excesses (sometimes spectacularly so) that characterize the antecedent bull market bubbles, making way for the new 
shoots of growth that germinate amidst the destruction.   

Cumberland Labs is a team of blockchain developers, product managers, traders, founders and business builders 
with a mission to ideate and build products internally, as well as partner with founders and creators to launch the next 
generation of Web3 ventures.  

Part of our focus on the ultra-early stage of blockchain product and business development involves assessing what will 
take root in the aftermath of such a combustible 2022.  

To frame our outlook, last year (2021) witnessed a crescendo in terms of crypto asset prices and blockchain venture 
capital valuations and deployment. The liquid crypto market peaked in November 2021, with a subsequent peak in 
terms of venture capital deployment (approximately $12.7b) in the first quarter of 2022, some 12x the amount of Q4 
2020.  

The fuse may have been lit by the Luna/Terra collapse, but if not that, then something else: the rapid buildup of 
deadwood and excesses throughout the ecosystem needed to be burnt out, and so they have.  
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Going forward, we believe that a core component of industry growth will come from the next wave of innovation 
in DeFi. Contrary to seemingly widespread belief, DeFi has been a foundational component of the industry far 
earlier than the DeFi summer of 2020. Well before even the mainnet launch of Ethereum in 2015, decentralized 
exchange ‘Bitshares’ went live, which itself was inspiration for Rune Christensen’s ‘Maker’ protocol. 

The notable adverse events that have defined 2022 – the Luna implosion, high-profile failures in Celsius, Three 
Arrows Capital, and FTX amongst others – will fundamentally shape this next wave of DeFi innovation.  

First, the “trust” that was mistakenly placed in individuals and companies operating in grey CeFi will be replaced 
with the black and white “trustless” nature of open source blockchain. Throughout the year, DeFi has excelled 
against the backdrop of severe market turbulence and operated as normal. In the immediate aftermath of the FTX 
collapse we heard louder calls on centralized exchanges for increased transparency in terms of proof-of-reserves, 
an admittedly crude measure with which to ascertain audit-level balance sheet transparency; we expect the industry 
will continue to demand more on chain. It will no longer be acceptable for an industry purportedly built atop the 
transparency and trust that blockchain provides to not directly embed those principles into its own businesses.  

Second to trust is “privacy”. Fully open ledgers will never be the basis upon which DeFi can go mainstream. If you 
don’t want your existing bank account, investments and transactions residing in a publicly readable database now, 
then why would you accept that in crypto? Historical technical limitations are the only reason technologies like zero 
knowledge haven’t been widely implemented yet. But the last two years have seen huge advances in capabilities, and 
we expect privacy to be fundamental in DeFi innovation over the near to medium term. 

We are already seeing a trend of CeFi-DeFi hybrid approaches that leverage the strengths of each respective 
area to provide a best-of-both-worlds approach. A good example is Hashnote, a company backed by DRW and 
supported by Cumberland Labs. Hashnote leverages the transparency and security of on-chain options vaults, with 
a regulated and fully compliant investment wrapper, providing an investment product that is superior to both its 
traditional CeFi and DeFi counterparts. Ankex is another example, a hybrid derivatives exchange that seeks to 
pair the liquidity and low latency of centralized exchanges with the self-custody, full proof of reserves and on-chain 
settlement of DeFi. 

And we will continue to see growth flow to companies and protocols focusing on a single shard of the DeFi stack 
rather than attempt to provide a full stack solution, with composability as a must. 

Finally, we expect that DeFi built with a grounding in established institutional and regulatory frameworks, which 
leverage trust, privacy and a hybrid approach, will more easily find capital, traction and ultimately product-market fit. 
We are particularly enthusiastic about the public launch of protocols like Canton from Digital Asset, which we are 
building on. Canton offers application-specific privacy on a public enterprise-grade blockchain with a strong suite of 
established companies already building and deploying independent sovereign applications. 

Bear markets make our job as an incubator and capital allocator easier. Founding a company and getting funded are 
far more challenging for entrepreneurs in this environment. The rising tide of a late-stage bull market will not lift your 
boat. Founders need demonstrable grit and determination, not to mention a far more compelling product or business 
idea today, compared to 12 or 18 months ago. By the same token, substantial headcount reductions spanning the 
entire technology sector as well as the blockchain industry mean that while capital is scarcer, tech talent is more 
abundant. 

This crypto market wildfire has burnt off the marginal capital for the marginal founder with a marginal business idea. 
Now is the time for the strongest founders to build, and we will be there alongside them.  
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The Importance of Trust
Head of Relationship Management at DRW

In Satoshi’s original white paper, the word “Trust” appeared 13 times in just eight pages. Trust, or more accurately, 
the ability to do without Trust, has been the guiding inspiration for DLT builders and developers since the dawn of 
the crypto experiment. Although building a world that does not require trusted intermediaries remains the ultimate 
goal for crypto-maximalists, reality dictates that a hybrid form of this vision is still required in order to attract broader 
adoption of the technology. 

If we’ve learned one lesson in 2022, it’s that trust can be destroyed in an instant. That is why, at Cumberland, we so 
ardently protect the trust we have built with our counterparties and partners in the industry.  Much has been said and 
written about the perils of the vertical offering and as a firm, we feel our decision to focus on just one aspect of that 
vertical – liquidity providing – has served our counterparties well. 

From LUNA to 3AC to FTX, the stresses and uncertainty in crypto remain at uncomfortable levels. The list of failed 
businesses continues to grow, exchanges around the world are scrambling to provide credible proof of reserves, and 
investors are struggling to find direction in a market braced for the next shoe to drop. In this environment, capital 
preservation has become the goal, and knowing who you’re dealing with and what risk that poses to your business 
has become the top priority.  

As such, in 2023, we anticipate the ecosystem increasingly preferring to source its crypto liquidity 
from OTC trading firms at the expense of the exchanges. Since LUNA, we have seen a sizeable increase in 
onboarding requests for both spot OTC trading and bilateral options trading, demonstrating a move by counterparties 
from the flashy, opaque exchanges to the quieter, transparent and reliable OTC desks, such as Cumberland.  

In the OTC spot market, Cumberland has never required pre-funding before trading – an offering that has 
appreciated greatly in value for our counterparties post-FTX. We are able to extend this level of capital efficiency 
and safety because we spend the time and invest the hard work in understanding who we are trading with, their 
business model and their capacity to manage risk. We also have benefited from having strong compliance and credit 
teams since our founding, who work diligently to set suitable risk parameters around counterparty exposure and 
idiosyncratic token risk. Our counterparties need deep, reliable, consistent liquidity, and we are thoughtful 
and disciplined in taking the measures necessary to deliver on that requirement throughout all market conditions.  

As we’ve seen over the last year, the crypto options market has grown in leaps and bounds. Traditional HODL 
strategies that worked well in the past are being uprooted and disrupted by wild price gyrations and historically 
high levels of market uncertainty. In its place, we are seeing a marked increase in the level of sophistication and 
complexity applied to crypto trading strategies. Our counterparties are increasingly using bilateral options in ways 
deployed for decades in the FX and equity markets: selling covered calls and puts for yield enhancement purposes, 
buying call spreads to limit downside exposure, and trading calendar spreads to hedge event risk.  

These options are governed and documented using tried and tested ISDAs, which very clearly outline each 
counterparty’s responsibilities and obligations. We manage the market and counterparty risk through IA and VM, 
and offer our counterparties full transparency. We also exchange audited financials and host regular compliance and 
credit calls with our counterparties to ensure we all have the information necessary to properly assess each other’s 
financial health. These measures allow us to proactively manage contagion risks and limit the extent of the fallout 
should any one of our counterparties fail. 
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If the tail end of 2022 is any indication, 2023 is sure to be packed with more “unknown unknowns,” soap opera 
worthy plot twists, and plenty of head scratchers. As much as we all strive for Satoshi’s ultimate dream of a trustless 
world of financial independence and inclusion, we must respect the fact that Trust remains an integral part of today’s 
financial system – in crypto and TradFi alike. We appreciate and value the trust you have placed in us, and 
we look forward to providing you with deep, reliable and consistent crypto liquidity in 2023. 



For more information, please contact your local Relationship Manager:
Paul Kremsky, Singapore, pkremsky@cumberland.io
Matt Connelly, Chicago, mconnelly@cumberland.io
Nathalie Ngo, Toronto, nngo@cumberland.io
Aaron Armstrong, London, aarmstrong@cumberland.io
Alex Williams, London, atkwilliams@cumberland.io
Daniel Lim, Singapore, dlim@cumberland.io
Wilson Huang, Greenwich, whuang@cumberland.io

Disclaimer
The information (“Information”) provided by Cumberland DRW LLC and its affiliated or related companies (collectively, 
“Cumberland”), either in this document or otherwise, is for informational purposes only and is provided without charge. 
Cumberland is a principal trading firm; it is not and does not act as a fiduciary or adviser, or in any similar capacity, in providing 
the Information, and the Information may not be relied upon as investment, financial, legal, tax, regulatory, or any other type of 
advice. The Information has not been prepared or tailored to address, and may not be suitable or appropriate for the particular 
financial needs, circumstances, or requirements of any person, and it should not be the basis for making any investment or 
transaction decision. THE INFORMATION IS NOT A RECOMMENDATION TO ENGAGE IN ANY TRANSACTION. 

If any person elects to enter into transactions with Cumberland, whether as a result of the Information or otherwise, Cumberland 
will enter into such transactions as principal only and will act solely in its own best interests, which may be adverse to the interests 
of such person. Before entering into any such transaction, you should conduct your own research and obtain your own advice as 
to whether the transaction is appropriate for your specific circumstances. In addition, any person wishing to enter into transactions 
with Cumberland must satisfy Cumberland’s eligibility requirements. Cumberland may be subject to certain conflicts of interest in 
connection with the provision of the Information. For example, Cumberland may, but does not necessarily, hold or control positions 
in the cryptoasset(s) discussed in the Information, and transactions entered into by Cumberland could affect the relevant markets 
in ways that are adverse to a counterparty of Cumberland. Cumberland may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent with 
the views expressed in the Information. 

Cumberland makes no representations or warranties (express or implied) regarding, nor shall it have any responsibility or liability 
for the accuracy, adequacy, timeliness, or completeness of, the Information, and no representation is made or is to be implied that 
the Information will remain unchanged. Cumberland undertakes no duty to amend, correct, update, or otherwise supplement the 
Information. 

The virtual currency industry is subject to a range of risks, including but not limited to: price volatility, limited liquidity, limited 
and incomplete information regarding certain instruments, products, or cryptoassets, and a still emerging and evolving regulatory 
environment. The past performance of any instruments, products, or cryptoassets addressed in the Information is not a guide to 
future performance, nor is it a reliable indicator of future results or performance. Investing in virtual currencies involves significant 
risks and is not appropriate for many investors, including those without significant investment experience and capacity to assume 
significant risks. 

Cumberland SG Pte. Ltd. is exempted by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (“MAS”) from holding a license to provide digital 
payment token (“DPT”) services. Please note that you may not be able to recover all the money or DPTs you paid to a DPT service 
provider if the DPT service provider’s business fails. You should not transact in a DPT if you are not familiar with the DPT. This 
includes how the DPT is created, and how the DPT you intend to transact is transferred or held by your DPT service provider. 
You should be aware that the value of DPTs may fluctuate greatly. You should buy DPTs only if you are prepared to accept the 
risk of losing all of the money you put into such tokens. You should be aware that your DPT service provider, as part of its licence 
to provide DPT services, may offer services related to DPTs which are promoted as having a stable value, commonly known as 
“stablecoin.”
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